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SUMMARY In this paper, the recent advances in cooperative dis-
tributed antenna transmission (CDAT) are introduced for spatial diversity
and multi-user spatial multiplexing in 5G mobile communications network.
CDAT is an advanced version of the coordinated multi-point (CoMP) trans-
mission. Space-time block coded transmit diversity (STBC-TD) for spatial
diversity and minimum mean square error filtering combined with singu-
lar value decomposition (MMSE-SVD) for multi-user spatial multiplexing
are described under the presence of co-channel interference from adjacent
macro-cells. Blind selected mapping (blind SLM) which requires no side
information transmission is introduced in order to suppress the increased
peak-to-average signal power ratio (PAPR) of the transmit signals when
CDAT is applied. Some computer simulation results are presented to con-
firm the effectiveness of CDAT techniques.
key words: 5G mobile communications network, distributed antenna net-
work, cooperative signal transmission, space-time block coding, multi-user
communication, signal peak suppression

1. Introduction

After 35 years from its birth in Dec. 1979 in Japan, mobile
communications networks have evolved into the 4th gener-
ation (4G) networks in 2015 [1]–[3]. In 4G (called long-
term evolution (LTE)-Advanced), high-quality video com-
munications and close-to-1Gbps broadband data services
have been becoming more popular. The cellular networks
reuse the same frequency to utilize the limited available
bandwidth efficiently. However, this frequency reuse in-
troduces the co-channel interference (CCI), from adjacent
cells, that limits the transmission quality. For cell-edge
users, the received signal power reduces due to large path
loss while strong CCI is received (i.e., the received signal-
to-interference plus noise power ratio (SINR) degrades sig-
nificantly) and therefore, we will not be able to achieve the
required transmission quality. To solve this problem, 4G
networks have adopted the coordinated multi-point (CoMP)
transmission technique [4].

In the 5th generation (5G) networks, we expect much
broader data services (> 1 Gbps/user). Recently, the de-
velopment of 5G networks achieving higher spectrum ef-
ficiency (SE) and energy efficiency (EE) than 4G networks
is on-going worldwide [5]. In Japan, the research and de-
velopment project for realizing the 5G mobile communica-
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tions networks started in Sept. 2015 [6]. One promising ap-
proach is a distributed antenna small-cell network [7]–[9]
that deploys a number of distributed antennas over a tra-
ditional macro-cell to exploit the spatial domain more effi-
ciently. For efficient signal transmission using distributed
antennas, the authors have been studying the cooperative
distributed antenna transmission (CDAT) for spatial diver-
sity and multi-user spatial multiplexing. We view CDAT as
an advanced version of CoMP in 4G networks.

For spatial diversity, the authors proposed a space-
time block coded transmit diversity (STBC-TD) jointly used
with maximal ratio transmit frequency-domain equalization
(MRT-FDE) for the orthogonal frequency division multi-
plexing (OFDM) downlink transmission [10] and that with
receive minimum mean square error based FDE (MMSE-
FDE) for the single-carrier (SC) uplink transmission [11].
For multi-user spatial multiplexing, the authors proposed an
MMSE filtering combined with singular value decomposi-
tion (MMSE-SVD) for both OFDM downlink and SC up-
link transmissions [12]–[15]. The spatial diversity aims at
improving the macro-cell edge users’ link capacity while
the multi-user spatial multiplexing improving the capacity
of users in a good propagation condition. In distributed
antenna small-cell networks, we can utilize high frequency
bands, e.g., millimeter wave bands, due to the short distance
radio link (resulting in reduced path loss). In such high fre-
quency bands, abundant bandwidths remain unused; there-
fore, we can significantly increase the data rate. However,
the application of CDAT increases the peak-to-average sig-
nal power ratio (PAPR) of transmit signal (the reason why
the CDAT increases the PAPR will be described briefly in
Sect. 3.3). Hence, some PAPR reduction techniques will be
necessary for transmit power amplifiers of battery-operated
mobile terminals. The authors proposed blind selected map-
ping (blind SLM) which does not require the transmission of
side information (such as phase rotation sequence informa-
tion) [16]–[18]. Blind SLM technique for STBC-TD trans-
mission was also presented in [19]. This paper provides a
comprehensive report of the above recent advances in CDAT
techniques. The performances of those CDAT techniques
are evaluated and compared under the same simulation con-
dition. Moreover, transmit MMSE filtering which considers
CCI for MMSE-SVD technique is newly proposed.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 in-
troduces the distributed antenna small-cell network. Then,
we introduce the recent advances in CDAT techniques and
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present mathematical signal representations for those CDAT
techniques in Sect. 3. Section 4 presents computer simula-
tion results of CDAT to confirm its effectiveness in multi-
macro-cell environment. Section 5 offers concluding re-
marks.

Notations : E[·], [·]T , [·]∗, and [·]H represent en-
semble average, transpose, complex conjugate, and Her-
mitian transpose operations, respectively. (x)+ represents
max(0, x). IN is an N × N identity matrix.

2. Distributed Antenna Small-Cell Network

The design of the mobile communications network is based
on the cellular concept [20] to effectively utilize the lim-
ited available bandwidth and accordingly the area SE (ASE)
(bps/Hz/km2). The cellular concept is that the service area
is divided into small areas called cells, each of which is
covered by a base station (BS). The spatially separated BSs
reuse the same frequency as long as the CCI is kept below
a predetermined allowable level. Improving the ASE is one
important challenge for mobile communications networks.
Another challenge for 5G is improving the EE (bits/Joule)
since increasing the data rates leads to increasing the trans-
mit signal power (this becomes a serious problem in partic-
ular for battery operated mobile terminals).

One promising approach for simultaneous improve-
ment of the ASE and the EE is a small-cell structured net-
work. Reducing the BS coverage area (i.e., small-cell) en-
ables the same frequency to be reused more densely in the
same service area and accordingly the ASE can improve.
The short distance communications allow the transmit sig-
nal power significantly lowered, thereby the EE improves.
However, frequent handover may happen in order to enable
the continuous communication while a user is traveling or
even walking and may increase the control signal traffic.

There are two main approaches to avoid frequent han-
dover. One is to deploy a number of distributed antennas
over a macro-cell covered by a BS [21], [22]. In this pa-
per, we call this network the distributed antenna small-cell
network [7]–[9] (or a distributed massive multi-input multi-
output (distributed massive MIMO) network). The other ap-
proach is to introduce massive MIMO [23] (or a centralized
massive MIMO). We can replace the handover problem with
the selection of appropriate distributed antennas for the for-
mer network and with a selection of beams for the latter
network within the same BS. Possible advantage of using
distributed antennas over centralized massive MIMO is its
capability of alleviating problem raised by the shadowing
loss and path loss.

Figure 1 illustrates the conceptual structure of dis-
tributed antenna small-cell network. Each distributed an-
tenna and macro-cell BS (MBS) are connected by optical
fiber link. MBS performs radio signal processing for signal
transmission and reception, whilst the distributed antennas
near a user equipment (UE) form a user-centric small-cell
and perform CDAT.

Fig. 1 Conceptual structure of distributed antenna small-cell network
(only single macro-cell area covered by single MBS is illustrated).

3. Cooperative Distributed Antenna Transmission
(CDAT)

The broadband channel is severely frequency-selective.
Therefore, it is necessary to combine some powerful equal-
ization technique, e.g., FDE used in LTE/LTE-A, with
CDAT to tackle the frequency-selectivity of the channel.
FDE requires the channel estimation to acquire the channel
state information (CSI). In the time division duplex (TDD)
transmission scheme, the same frequency is used for both
uplink (UE→MBS) and downlink (MBS→UE) transmis-
sions. Therefore, in TDD, the CSI estimate of uplink can
be reused for transmit equalization in the downlink trans-
mission. Because of this reason, FDE for both uplink and
downlink transmissions can be done at MBS. In this paper,
we consider OFDM and SC block signal transmission for
downlink and uplink, respectively. Figure 2 illustrates a sim-
plified transmitter/receiver structure of downlink CDAT. In
this section, we firstly present the mathematical signal rep-
resentation for STBC-TD and then, introduce MMSE-SVD
and blind SLM. We adopt frequency-domain signal repre-
sentation since FDE is used.

Throughout the paper, let Nmacro denote the total num-
ber of distributed antennas within a macro-cell and Nue that
of UE antennas. We assume that Nmbs (≤ Nmacro) dis-
tributed antennas are selected for data transmission based
on a predetermined criterion (which will be described in
Sect. 4.1) for data transmission. The number of subcarriers
for OFDM and SC transmissions is denoted by Nc. Vari-
able k (=0∼Nc−1) denotes the subcarrier index and variable
t (=0∼Nc − 1) denotes the time index. Downlink and up-
link propagation channel matrices for the kth subcarrier are
represented by H↓(k) of size Nue × Nmbs and H↑(k) of size
Nmbs×Nue, respectively. Assuming TDD and stationary fad-
ing channel, we have

H↓(k) = HT
↑ (k). (1)
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Fig. 2 A simplified transmitter/receiver structure of downlink CDAT.

Since the available bandwidth is limited, the same fre-
quency needs to be reused in adjacent macro-cells. There-
fore, CCI produced by adjacent macro-cells limits the
achievable capacity. In the downlink case, signals trans-
mitted from Nmbs distributed antennas of adjacent macro-
cell arrives as CCI at Nue antennas of UE in the macro-
cell of interest. CCIs received on Nue UE antennas can
be assumed to be independent zero-mean complex Gaus-
sian variables with the same variance for the given UE loca-
tions. On the other hand, in the uplink case, signals transmit-
ted from Nue antennas of UE of adjacent macro-cell arrives
as CCI at Nmbs distributed antennas of macro-cell of inter-
est. Since Nmbs distributed antennas are sufficiently spatially
separated, CCIs received on Nmbs distributed antennas can
be assumed to be independent complex Gaussian variables
with different variances for the given UE locations (the CCI
variance varies according to changes in the path loss and
shadowing loss). Based on the above discussion, CCI is
assumed to have the white power spectrum (i.e., the same
power spectrum density over the signal bandwidth). Let
N0, I0↓(u), and I0↑(nmbs) denote the power spectrum density
of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), the CCI power
spectrum density received by the uth UE, and that received
on the nmbsth distributed antenna, respectively. Then, the
noise plus CCI can be treated as an equivalent noise hav-
ing the white power spectrum density of N0 + I0↓(u) for the
downlink and N0 + I0↑(nmbs) for the uplink. Note that CCI
power spectrum density is the same for all Nue antennas.

In the following, we will develop transmit and receive
filter matrices assuming the perfect knowledge of CSI. How-
ever, note that the impact of imperfect CSI on STBC-TD and
MMSE-SVD is evaluated by computer simulation under a
single macro-cell environment (i.e., without CCI).

3.1 STBC-TD

Frequency division multi-access (FDMA) is considered for
both OFDM downlink and SC uplink. If U UEs access the
same MBS simultaneously, the number of subcarriers as-
signed to each UE becomes Nc/U.

Let Nt denote the number of transmit antennas. Us-
ing STBC-TD, J symbol blocks of Nc/U symbols each are

Table 1 STBC parameters.

Nt Nr J Q Coding rate
1

Arbitrary

1 1 1
2 2 2 1
3 3 4 3/4
4 3 4 3/4
5 10 15 2/3
6 20 30 2/3

block encoded into Nt parallel streams of Q blocks each
[24], [25]. STBC parameters (J, Q and coding rate RSTBC)
are shown in Table 1 for various values of Nt (note that the
number Nr of receive antennas can be arbitrary).

STBC encoding process can be expressed by matrix
X(k) of size Nt × Q [26], [27]. Let us assume the OFDM
transmission and denote the kth data symbol in the jth block
by d j(k). For Alamouti STBC (J=Q=2, RSTBC=1), X(k) of
size 2×2 is expressed as

X(k) =
[

d0(k) −d∗1(k)
d1(k) d∗0(k)

]
. (2)

The above particular STBC encoding matrix X(k) of size
2×2 is used in the computer simulation. However, note that
in the following mathematical representations, STBC en-
coding matrix X(k) of size Nt × Q, which allows Nt up to
6, is considered.

Together with STBC-TD, MRT-FDE and receive
MMSE-FDE are used for OFDM downlink transmission
(Nt=Nmbs, Nr=Nue) and SC uplink transmission (Nt=Nue,
Nr=Nmbs), respectively. In our previous studies [25], [28],
[29], STBC encoding matrices when transmit equalization
is used were presented for up to 6 receive antennas (Nue=6)
(to the best of our knowledge, STBC encoding matrix sup-
porting more than 6 receive antennas has not been discov-
ered yet). Although Nue is limited to 6, a large spatial diver-
sity order of Nue × Nmbs can be obtained for both downlink
and uplink transmissions as Nmbs can be set arbitrary large.
In the following, we will present the mathematical signal
representations for OFDM downlink and SC uplink using
STBC-TD.

3.1.1 OFDM Downlink

Figure 3 illustrates the downlink transmitter/receiver struc-
ture. After STBC encoding, MRT-FDE is applied to obtain
the transmit signal matrix of size Nmbs × Q, which is trans-
mitted column by column in time by using Nmbs distributed
antennas. Each UE is assigned a different set of Nc/U sub-
carriers (e.g., the uth UE is assigned the subcarriers indexed
as k = u(Nc/U) ∼ (u + 1)(Nc/U) − 1).

The matrix form expression S↓stbc (k) of size Nmbs×Q for
the downlink signals simultaneously transmitted from Nmbs
distributed antennas is given as

S↓stbc (k) =

√
2Es

Ts
W↓mrt (k)X(k), (3)

where W↓mrt (k) is the Nmbs×Nue MRT-FDE filter weight ma-
trix. Es and Ts denote data symbol energy and data symbol
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Fig. 3 STBC-TD for OFDM downlink transmission.

duration, respectively. The (nmbs, nue)th element of W↓mrt (k)
is derived as

W↓mrt (k; nmbs, nue)=
H∗↓(k;nue,nmbs)√

1
Nc/U

(u+1)(Nc/U)−1∑
k=u(Nc/U)

Nmbs−1∑
nmbs=0

Nue−1∑
nue=0
|H↓(k;nue,nmbs)|2 , (4)

where H↓(k; nue, nmbs) is the (nue, nmbs)th element of H↓(k).
The frequency-domain received signal matrix R(k) of

size Nue × Q is expressed as

R(k) = H↓(k)S↓stbc (k) + N↓(k), (5)

where N↓(k) is the Nue×Q equivalent noise (noise plus CCI)
matrix. Each element of N↓(k) is independent zero-mean
complex Gaussian variable with variance 2(N0 + I0↓(u))/Ts.
STBC decoding to obtain the soft-decision symbols contains
complex conjugation and addition/subtraction operations
only [26], [28]. For Alamouti STBC (J=Q=2, RSTBC=1),
STBC decoding is expressed as[

d̂0(k)
d̂1(k)

]
=

[
R0,0(k) + R∗1,1(k)
R0,1(k) − R∗1,0(k)

]
, (6)

where Rnue,q(k) is the (nue, q)th element of R(k).

3.1.2 SC Uplink

Figure 4 illustrates the uplink transmitter/receiver structure.
Similar to the OFDM downlink transmission, Nc/U subcar-
riers are exclusively assigned to the different UEs. Signals
transmitted simultaneously from Nue UE antennas are re-
ceived by Nmbs distributed antennas.

The matrix form expression S↑stbc (k) of size Nue × Q
for the uplink signals simultaneously transmitted from Nue
antennas is given as

S↑stbc (k) =

√
1

Nue

(
2Es

Ts

)
X(k), (7)

which is received by Nmbs distributed antennas. The re-
ceived signal matrix R(k) of size Nmbs × Q is given as

Fig. 4 STBC-TD for SC uplink transmission.

R(k) = H↑(k)S↑stbc (k) + N↑(k), (8)

where N↑(k) is the Nmbs × Q equivalent noise (noise plus
CCI) matrix. Each element of N↑(k) is independent zero-
mean complex Gaussian variable with variance 2(N0 +

I0↑(nmbs))/Ts. After MMSE-FDE, we obtain

R̂(k) =W↑mmse (k)R(k), (9)

where W↑mmse (k) is the MMSE-FDE filter weight matrix of
size Nue×Nmbs taking into account the CCI. The (nue, nmbs)th
element of W↑mmse (k) in the presence of CCI is derived as

W↑mmse (k; nue, nmbs) =(
Nue−1∑
nue=0

Nmbs−1∑
nmbs=0

|H↑(k;nmbs,nue)|2
1+

I0↑(nmbs)
N0

+
(

1
Nue

Es
N0

)−1
)−1

× H∗↑(k;nmbs,nue)

1+
I0↑(nmbs)

N0

. (10)

The same STBC decoding given by Eq. (6) is used to obtain
the soft-decision symbols.

3.1.3 Link Capacity

OFDM downlink capacity C↓stbc,u (bps/Hz) and SC uplink
capacity C↑stbc,u (bps/Hz) of the uth UE for the given UE
locations is computed using Shannon capacity formula [30]
as C↓stbc,u =

1
Nc/U

(u+1)(Nc/U)−1∑
k=u(Nc/U)

log2
(
1 + γ↓stbc,u(k)

)
.

C↑stbc,u = log2
(
1 + γ↑stbc,u

)
.

(11)

In Eq. (11), γ↓stbc,u(k) and γ↑stbc,u denote the instantaneous
SINR at the kth subcarrier after STBC decoding for OFDM
downlink and that for SC uplink (note that for the SC uplink
case, the instantaneous SINR is the same for all Nc/U data
symbols unlike the OFDM case). They are expressed as [11]

γ↓stbc,u(k) =
Es
N0
|Ĥ↓(k)|2
µnoise+CCI
↓u

.

γ↑stbc,u =

1
Nue

Es
N0

∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1
Nc/U

(u+1)(Nc/U)−1∑
k=u(Nc/U)

Ĥ↑(k)

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
µISI
↑u +µ

noise+CCI
↑u

.

(12)

where Ĥ↓(k) and Ĥ↑(k) are the equivalent channel gains of
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µnoise+CCI
↓u = 1 + I0↓(u)

N0
.

µISI
↑u =

1
Nue

Es
N0

 1
Nc/U

(u+1)(Nc/U)−1∑
k=u(Nc/U)

|Ĥ↑(k)|2 −
∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1

Nc/U

(u+1)(Nc/U)−1∑
k=u(Nc/U)

Ĥ↑(k)

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
 .

µnoise+CCI
↑u = 1

Nc/U

(u+1)(Nc/U)−1∑
k=u(Nc/U)

Nmbs−1∑
nmbs=0

{
Nue−1∑
nue=0
|W↓mmse(k; nue, nmbs)|2 ×

(
1 + I0↑(nmbs)

N0

) }
.

(14)

downlink and uplink, respectively, and they are given as

Ĥ↓(k) =

Nue−1∑
nue=0

Nmbs−1∑
nmbs=0
|H↓(k;nue,nmbs)|2√

1
Nc/U

(u+1)(Nc/U)−1∑
k=u(Nc/U)

Nue−1∑
nue=0

Nmbs−1∑
nmbs=0
|H↓(k;nue,nmbs)|2

.

Ĥ↑(k) =
Nue−1∑
nue=0

Nmbs−1∑
nmbs=0

|H↑(k;nmbs ,nue)|2
1+

I0↑(nmbs)
N0

Nmbs−1∑
nmbs=0

Nue−1∑
nue=0

|H↑(k;nmbs ,nue)|2
1+

I0↑ (nmbs)
N0

+

(
1

Nue
Es
N0

)−1
.

(13)

µnoise+CCI
↓u , µISI

↑u , and µnoise+CCI
↑u in Eq. (12) are the downlink

noise plus CCI power, the uplink residual inter-symbol in-
terference (ISI) power, and the uplink noise plus CCI power,
respectively, which are given as Eq. (14)

3.2 MMSE-SVD for Multi-User Spatial Multiplexing

Multi-user spatial multiplexing of U UEs is considered.
Nmbs(≥U ·Nue) distributed antennas are selected from Nmacro
distributed antennas to simultaneously transmit the Nstrm(≤
Nue) data streams per UE using Nc subcarriers (the data
stream is indexed by nstrm (=0∼Nstrm − 1)). For multi-
user spatial multiplexing in the OFDM downlink transmis-
sion, suppression of inter-user interference (IUI) and inter-
antenna interference (IAI) is necessary. Whilst in the SC
uplink transmission, suppression of ISI is necessary in addi-
tion to suppression of IAI and IUI.

For SC multi-user spatial multiplexing, frequency-
domain maximum likelihood detection simultaneously sup-
pressing the IUI, IAI, and ISI was proposed in [31]. The
SVD based eigenmode transmission removing the IAI was
proposed in [32]. Recently, a block diagonalization (BD)
combined with SVD (BD-SVD) for downlink transmission
was proposed [33]. BD-SVD applies BD to transform the
multi-user channel into multiple single-user MIMO chan-
nels and then, applies SVD for eigenmode transmission of
multiple data streams over each single-user MIMO chan-
nel. However, the spatial diversity gain will reduce since the
spatial degree of freedom is used for BD [34]. Our proposed
MMSE-SVD can avoid this problem by permitting IUI and
IAI to remain to some extent (called the residual IUI and
IAI).

3.2.1 OFDM Downlink

Figure 5 illustrates the downlink transmitter/receiver struc-
ture. Assuming the eigenmode reception at each UE, the

Fig. 5 MMSE-SVD for OFDM downlink transmission.

multi-user transmission using transmit MMSE filtering is
carried out to suppress the IUI and IAI. The downlink sig-
nals transmitted from Nmbs distributed antennas can be ex-
pressed in the matrix form as

S↓mmse-svd(k) =

√
2Es

Ts
W↓mmse(k)


D↓0(k)
...

D↓U−1(k)

 , (15)

where S↓mmse-svd(k) is the Nmbs × 1 vector and D↓u(k) =
[d↓u,0(k), . . . , d↓u,nstrm (k), . . . , d↓u,Nstrm−1(k)]T is the Nstrm × 1
downlink transmit symbol vector of the uth UE. In the pres-
ence of CCI, the downlink transmit MMSE filter weight ma-
trix W↓mmse(k) of size Nmbs × U · Nstrm is derived as

W↓mmse(k)
= [W↓mmse,0(k), . . . ,W↓mmse,u(k), . . . ,W↓mmse,U−1(k)]

=
(
UH
↓ (k)H↓(k)

)H

×


(
UH
↓ (k)H↓(k)

) (
UH
↓ (k)H↓(k)

)H

+
(

Es
N0

)−1 Nue
U·Nstrm

U−1∑
u=0

(1 + I0↓(u)
N0

)IU·Nstrm


−1

P1/2
↓ (k)

,

(16)

where H↓(k) = [HT
↓0(k), . . . ,HT

↓u(k), . . . ,HT
↓U−1(k)]T is the

downlink channel between Nmbs distributed antennas and U
UE’s antennas (each UE is equipped with Nue antennas).
U↓(k) = diag[U↓0(k), . . . ,U↓u(k), . . . ,U↓U−1(k)], and U↓u(k)
is obtained by applying SVD to the downlink channel H↓u(k)
between Nmbs distributed antennas and Nue antennas of the
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uth UE as [35]

H↓u(k) = U↓u(k)Λ1/2
↓u (k)VH

↓u(k), (17)

where Λ↓u(k) is the Nstrm × Nstrm diagonal matrix whose
nstrmth diagonal element Λ↓u(k; nstrm) has the eigen-
value of the nstrmth eigenmode. In Eq. (16), P↓(k) =
diag[P↓0(k), . . . ,P↓U−1(k)] of size U · Nstrm × U · Nstrm rep-
resents the water-filling based power allocation [36] across
eigenmodes and subcarriers. The nstrmth diagonal element
of P↓u(k) is given as

P↓u(k; nstrm) =

 1
λ↓u
− 1

( Es
N0

)Λ↓u(k; nstrm)

+ , (18)

λ↓u is a constant which keeps the transmit power the unity,
i.e.,

1
Nstrm · Nc

Nc−1∑
k=0

Nstrm−1∑
nstrm=0

P↓u(k; nstrm)
Nmbs−1∑
nmbs=0

|Au(k; nmbs, nstrm)|2=1, (19)

where Au(k; nmbs, nstrm) is the (nmbs, nstrm)th element of
W↓mmse,u(k)P−1/2

↓ (k) with P1/2
↓ (k)P−1/2

↓ (k) = INstrm .
Denoting the Nue × 1 received signal vector at the uth

UE by Ru(k) and the Nstrm×Nue eigenmode filter weight ma-
trix by W↓svd,u(k), the Nstrm × 1 soft-decision symbol vector
D̂↓u(k) is obtained by eigenmode reception as

D̂↓u(k) = [d̂↓u,0(k), . . . , d̂↓u,nstrm (k), . . . , d̂↓u,Nstrm−1(k)]T

= W↓svd,u(k)Ru(k) , (20)

where Ru(k) and W↓svd,u(k) are given asRu(k) = H↓u(k)S↓mmse-svd(k) + N↓u(k),
W↓svd,u(k) = UH

↓u(k).
(21)

In Eq. (21), N↓u(k) is the Nue × 1 equivalent noise (noise
plus CCI) vector. Each element of N↓u(k) is independent
zero-mean complex Gaussian variable with variance 2(N0 +

I0↓(u))/Ts.

3.2.2 SC Uplink

Figure 6 illustrates the uplink transmitter/receiver struc-
ture. Assuming the eigenmode transmission at each UE, the
multi-user reception using MMSE receive filtering is carried
out.

The uplink signals of Nstrm streams transmitted from
the uth UE can be expressed in the matrix form as

S↑mmse-svd,u(k) =

√
2Es

Ts
W↑svd,u(k)D↑u(k), (22)

where S↑mmse-svd,u(k) is the Nue × 1 vector, D↑u(k) =
[d↑u,0(k), . . . , d↑u,nstrm (k), . . . , d↑u,Nstrm−1(k)]T is the Nstrm × 1
uplink transmit symbol vector of the uth UE, and W↑svd,u(k)
is the Nue×Nstrm uplink transmit MMSE filter weight matrix,
which is given as

W↑svd,u(k) = V↑u(k)P1/2
↑u (k), (23)

Fig. 6 MMSE-SVD for SC ulink transmission.

where V↑u(k) is obtained by applying SVD to the uplink
channel H↑u(k) between Nue antennas of the uth UE and
Nmbs distributed antennas, similarly to Eq. (17), as

H↑u(k) = U↑u(k)Λ1/2
↑u (k)VH

↑u(k), (24)

where Λ↑u(k) is the Nstrm × Nstrm diagonal matrix whose
nstrmth diagonal element Λ↓u(k; nstrm) has the eigenvalue of
the nstrmth eigenmode. In Eq. (23), P↑u(k) of size Nstrm×Nstrm
represents the MMSE power allocation across eigenmodes
and subcarriers and its nstrmth diagonal element is given as

P↑u(k; nstrm) =
 1
λ↑u

1√
( Es

N0
)Λ↑u(k;nstrm)

− 1
( Es

N0
)Λ↑u(k;nstrm)

+, (25)

where λ↑u is a constant which keeps the transmit power the
unity, similarly to λ↓u. By using the above MMSE power
allocation, ISI in SC uplink transmission can be suppressed.

Denoting the received signal vector at MBS by R(k)
of size Nmbs × 1 and the MMSE filter weight matrix by
W↑mmse(k) of size U ·Nstrm ×Nmbs, the soft-decision symbol
vector D̂↑(k) of U ·Nstrm×1 is obtained by MMSE reception
as

D̂↑(k) = [D̂T
↑0(k), . . . , D̂T

↑U−1(k)]T

=W↑mmse(k)R(k)
, (26)

with

R(k) =
U−1∑
u=0

H↑u(k)S↑mmse-svd,u(k) + N↑u(k)

=

√
2Es
Ts

(H↑(k)W↑svd(k))


D↑0(k)
...

D↑U−1(k)

 + N↑u(k)
. (27)

In the presence of CCI, W↑mmse(k) is derived as

W↑mmse(k) =
(
H↑(k)W↑svd(k)

)H

×
(H↑(k)W↑svd(k)

) (
H↑(k)W↑svd(k)

)H
+ ( Es

N0
)−1

×diag
(
1 + I0↑(0)

N0
, . . . , 1 + I0↑(Nmbs−1)

N0

) −1
, (28)

where H↑(k) = [H↑0(k), . . . ,H↑u(k), . . . ,H↑U−1(k)] is the
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uplink channel between U UEs’ antennas and Nmbs dis-
tributed antennas (each UE is equipped with Nue antennas),
W↑svd(k) = diag[W↑svd,0(k),. . . ,W↑svd,u(k),. . . ,W↑svd,U−1(k)],
and N↑(k) is the Nmbs × 1 equivalent noise (noise plus CCI)
vector. Each element of N↑(k) is independent zero-mean
complex Gaussian variable with its nmbsth variance being
given as 2(N0 + I0↑(nmbs))/Ts.

3.2.3 Link Capacity

The OFDM downlink capacity C↓mmse-svd,u (bps/Hz) and the
SC uplink capacity C↑mmse-svd,u (bps/Hz) of the uth UE for
the given UE locations is computed using

C↓mmse-svd,u=
Nstrm−1∑
nstrm=0

Nc−1∑
k=0

log2
(
1 + γ↓mmse-svd,u(k; nstrm)

)
.

C↑mmse-svd,u=
Nstrm−1∑
nstrm=0

log2
(
1 + γ↑mmse-svd,u(nstrm)

)
.

(29)

In Eq. (29), γ↓mmse-svd,u(k; nstrm) and γ↑mmse-svd,u(nstrm) denote
the instantaneous SINR at the kth subcarrier after eigen-
mode reception for OFDM downlink and the instantaneous
SINR after MMSE reception for SC uplink. They are ex-
pressed as
γ↓mmse-svd,u(k; nstrm)=

Es
N0
|Ĥ↓u(k;nstrm,u·Nstrm+nstrm)|2

µIAI
↓u (k;nstrm)+µIUI

↓u (k;nstrm)+µnoise+CCI
↓u (k;nstrm)

,

γ↑mmse-svd,u(nstrm)=
Es
N0

∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1
Nc

Nc−1∑
k=0

Ĥ↑u(k;u·Nstrm+nstrm,nstrm)

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
µISI
↑u (nstrm)+µIAI

↑u (nstrm)+µIUI
↑u (nstrm)+µnoise+CCI

↑u (nstrm) ,

(30)

where Ĥ↓u(k; nstrm, u · Nstrm + nstrm) represents the equiva-
lent downlink channel gain for the uth UE’s nstrmth stream
and is the (nstrm, u · Nstrm + nstrm)th element of Ĥ↓u(k) =
W↓svd,u(k)H↓u(k)W↓mmse(k) of size Nstrm × U · Nstrm con-
taining joint MMSE and SVD filtering. µIAI

↓u (k; nstrm),
µIUI
↓u (k; nstrm), and µnoise+CCI

↓u (k; nstrm) are respectively the
residual IAI, residual IUI, and noise plus CCI corre-
sponding to the nstrmth stream of the uth UE, given by
Eq. (31). Ĥ↑u(k; u · Nstrm + nstrm, nstrm) is the equivalent up-
link channel gain for the uth UE’s nstrmth stream, which
is the (u · Nstrm + nstrm, nstrm)th element of Ĥ↑u(k) =
W↑mmse(k)H↑u(k)W↑svd,u(k) of size U · Nstrm × Nstrm contain-
ing joint MMSE and SVD filtering. µISI

↑u (nstrm), µIAI
↑u (nstrm),

µIUI
↑u (nstrm), and µnoise+CCI

↑u (nstrm) are respectively the resid-
ual ISI, residual IAI, residual IUI, and noise plus CCI
corresponding to the nstrmth stream of the uth UE, given
by Eq. (32). Here, W↓svd,u(k; nstrm, nue) and W↑mmse(k; u ·
Nstrm + nstrm, nmbs) are respectively the (nstrm, nue)th ele-
ment of W↓svd,u(k) of size Nstrm × Nue of the uth UE and
the (u · Nstrm + nstrm, nmbs)th element of W↑mmse(k) of size
U · Nstrm × Nmbs.



µIAI
↓u (k; nstrm) = ( Es

N0
)

Nstrm−1∑
n′strm=0,

n′strm,nstrm

∣∣∣Ĥ↓u(k; nstrm, u·Nstrm+n′strm)
∣∣∣2 .

µIUI
↓u (k; nstrm) =

( Es
N0

)
U−1∑
u′=0,
u′,u

Nstrm−1∑
nstrm=0

∣∣∣Ĥ↓u(k; nstrm, u′·Nstrm+nstrm)
∣∣∣2 .

µnoise+CCI
↓u (k; nstrm) = (1 + I0↓(u)

N0
)

Nue−1∑
nue=0

∣∣∣W↓svd,u(k; nstrm, nue)
∣∣∣2.

(31)

3.3 Blind SLM for SC uplink using STBC-TD

When using CDAT, the PAPR of SC uplink signal increases.
The reason for PAPR increase of SC transmit signal when
using STBC-TD and MMSE-SVD is given below. The
SC signal considered in this paper is an ideal rectangular-
filtered SC signal, which is equivalent to DFT-precoded
OFDM signal. The ideal rectangular filter generates the
impulse response with large sidelobe amplitudes and long
lasting in time-domain and consequently, increases the
PAPR [37]. Although STBC-TD keeps the same PAPR as
single-antenna transmission, MMSE-SVD further increases
the PAPR because of additional MMSE transmit filtering.
Therefore, PAPR reduction technique is still needed when
CDAT is used. To reduce the PAPR, SLM can be carried
out by multiplying a phase rotation sequence to the transmit
SC signal in either time-domain or frequency-domain [16].
Blind SLM without requiring the transmission of side infor-
mation (phase rotation sequence information) is described
in the following.

The SC uplink transmission using STBC-TD of cod-
ing parameters (J, Q, and RSTBC) is considered. Assuming
STBC code like Alamouti code of Eq. (2), any block in J
blocks appears only once among Q blocks, hence SLM can
be applied before STBC encoding. If PAPR is computed af-
ter STBC encoding, the number of PAPR computations per
code word can be reduced by about Nue/RSTBC times from
M × Nue × Q to M × J times, where M and Nue denote the
number of phase rotation sequence candidates and the num-
ber of UE antennas, respectively.

Both frequency-domain SLM (FD-SLM) and time-
domain SLM (TD-SLM) are considered. At the receiver
side, de-mapping is done to remove the phase rotation ap-
plied to the transmit signal. Since no side information is
transmitted, it is necessary to estimate which phase rota-
tion sequence is multiplied to the transmit signal. Incorrect
sequence selection significantly distorts the received signal
constellation after de-mapping. Blind SLM exploits this
fact. For signal detection, a phase rotation sequence candi-
date is selected which provides the minimum squared error
between the received signal after de-mapping and original
constellation.

Transmitter/receiver structure of SC uplink using
STBC-TD and blind FD-SLM is illustrated in Fig. 7. If blind
TD-SLM is used, phase rotation sequence selection is done
in the time-domain before discrete Fourier transform (DFT).
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µISI
↑u (nstrm) = ( Es

N0
)
1
Nc

Nc−1∑
k=0

∣∣∣Ĥ↑u(k; u · Nstrm + nstrm, nstrm)
∣∣∣2 − ∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1

Nc

Nc−1∑
k=0

Ĥ↑u(k; u · Nstrm + nstrm, nstrm)

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
 .

µIAI
↑u (nstrm) = ( Es

N0
) 1

Nc

Nc−1∑
k=0

 Nstrm−1∑
n′strm=0,

n′strm,nstrm

∣∣∣Ĥ↑u(k; u · Nstrm + nstrm, n′strm)
∣∣∣2
 .

µIUI
↑u (nstrm) = ( Es

N0
) 1

Nc

Nc−1∑
k=0

U−1∑
u′=0,
u′,u

Nstrm−1∑
nstrm=0

∣∣∣Ĥ↑u′ (k; u · Nstrm + nstrm, nstrm)
∣∣∣2
 .

µnoise+CCI
↑u (nstrm) = 1

Nc

Nc−1∑
k=0

Nmbs−1∑
nmbs=0

(
1 +

∣∣∣W↑mmse(k; u · Nstrm + nstrm, nmbs)
∣∣∣2 I0↑(nmbs)

N0

)
.

(32)

Fig. 7 Blind FD-SLM.

Without loss of generality, we omit the UE index u in the
following.

3.3.1 Blind FD-SLM

The jth block data symbol sequence {d j(t); t = 0 ∼ Nc/U −
1} is transformed by Nc/U point DFT into the frequency-
domain signal {D j(k); k = 0 ∼ Nc/U − 1}. Then, the
mth phase rotation sequence {Φm(k); k = 0 ∼ Nc/U − 1}
is multiplied to obtain {D j,m(k); k = 0 ∼ Nc/U − 1} for
m = 0 ∼ M − 1. After applying V · Nc point inverse fast
Fourier transform (IFFT), the PAPR of the time-domain sig-
nal {d j,m(t); t = 0 ∼ V · Nc − 1} is computed, where V is
the over-sampling ratio. The selection of phase rotation se-
quence is carried out according to the following two selec-
tion criteria.

• Mini-max: the same phase rotation sequence is applied
to all J data blocks. The rotation sequence that mini-
mizes the maximum PAPR among J data blocks before
STBC encoding is selected.

• Block-by-block minimization: the different phase rota-
tion sequences are applied to different data blocks. For
each of J data blocks, one phase sequence that mini-
mizes the PAPR before STBC encoding is selected.

The above sequence selection criteria can be expressed as

m÷ = arg min
m=0∼M−1

{
max

j=0∼J−1
PAPR(d j,m(t))

}
for mini-max,

m÷j = arg min
m=0∼M−1

{
PAPR(d j,m(t))

}
for block-by-block min.,

(33)

where

PAPR({d j,m(t)})=
max{|d j,m(t)|2; t=0, 1, . . . ,V ·Nc − 1}

1
V·Nc

V ·Nc−1∑
t=0
|d j,m(t)|2

, (34)

with

d j,m(t) =



1√
V ·Nc

Nc−1∑
k=0
Φm(k)D j(k) exp

(
i2πt k

V ·Nc

)
for mini-max,

1√
V ·Nc

Nc−1∑
k=0
Φm, j(k)D j(k) exp

(
i2πt k

V ·Nc

)
for block-by-block min.,

(35)

where i =
√
−1. After multiplying the phase rotation se-

quence, STBC encoding is applied to generate the uplink
transmit signal as in Eq. (7).

The uplink transmit signal is received by Nmbs dis-
tributed antennas for MMSE-FDE and STBC decoding
(which are respectively expressed by Eqs. (8) and (6)) to ob-
tain the frequency-domain received signal {D′j(k); k = 0 ∼
Nc/U − 1}. In the case of blind FD-SLM, the complex con-
jugate of mth phase rotation sequence candidate {Φm(k); k =
0 ∼ Nc/U − 1} is multiplied and then, brought back by
Nc/U point IDFT to the time-domain signal {d′j,m(t); t = 0 ∼
Nc/U−1}. Then, the squared error between the received sig-
nal after de-mapping and original constellation is computed.
This is done for all phase rotation sequence candidates to
search for the candidate having the minimum squared error.
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The soft-decision symbol sequence {d′j(t); t = 0 ∼ Nc/U−1}
after de-mapping is expressed as

d̂ j(t) = 1√
Nc/U

Nc/U−1∑
k=0

D′j(k)Φ∗m̂(k) exp
(
i2πt k

Nc/U

)
,

m̂ = arg min
m=0∼M−1,

d(t)∈D

Nc/U−1∑
t=0

∣∣∣∣d(t) − d′j,m(t)
∣∣∣∣2 , (36)

where d(t) denotes the data symbol candidate at symbol time
t in the signal constellation set D.

3.3.2 Blind TD-SLM

Similar to blind FD-SLM, mini-max and block-by-block
min. criteria can be used for the phase rotation sequence
selection. The difference of blind TD-SLM from blind FD-
SLM is only the use of time-domain phase rotation sequence
candidates. Hence, description of the phase rotation se-
quence selection at the transmitter and the de-mapping at
the receiver is omitted for the sake of brevity.

4. Monte-Carlo Computer Simulation

4.1 Simulation Setting

A simple hexagonal cellular model with Nmacro=7 dis-
tributed antennas located uniformly in each macro-cell is
assumed, as shown in Fig. 8. For comparison purpose, a
macro-cell network with 7 co-located antennas/MBS is also
shown in the figure. Simulation parameters are summarized
in Table 2. The macro-cell of interest is surrounded by 6
adjacent macro-cells. In each macro-cell, U=2 UEs having
Nue=2 antennas are randomly located. The number of data
streams per UE is assumed to be Nstrm=2 for MMSE-SVD.
Nmbs=4 distributed antennas are selected from Nmacro=7 dis-
tributed antennas in a descending order of the instantaneous
received signal power level for up/downlink transmissions
(TDD is assumed). In the case of STBC-TD, the sum of
instantaneous path gains between each distributed antenna
and Nue=2 UE antennas is computed and then, Nmbs=4 dis-
tributed antennas are selected from Nmacro=7 distributed an-
tennas for each UE in a descending order of the sum of in-
stantaneous path gains. On the other hand, in the case of
MMSE-SVD, the instantaneous path gain between each dis-
tributed antenna and each UE antenna is computed and then,
Nmbs=4 distributed antennas are selected for each UE an-
tenna in a descending order of instantaneous path gains.

The total number of subcarriers is Nc=128. Multi-
access scheme for STBC-TD is FDMA. 128 subcarriers
are divided to 2 subcarrier-blocks, each block is assigned
to one of 2 UEs. On the other hand, all 128 subcarriers
are shared by 2 UEs for MMSE-SVD. Frequency-selective
fading channel having 16-path uniform power delay pro-
file (PDP) is assumed as well as shadowing loss and path
loss. It is assumed that the channel becomes Nakagami-
Rice channel with K=10 dB when the distance between dis-
tributed antenna and UE is shorter than R′=R/

√
7, otherwise

Fig. 8 Cellular model.

Table 2 Simulation parameters.

Tx/Rx

SC uplink
FDMA STBC-TD w/ Rx-FDE

Multi-user spatial
MMSE-SVDmultiplexing

OFDM
FDMA STBC-TD w/ Tx-FDE

downlink
Multi-user spatial

MMSE-SVDmultiplexing
Total no. of subcarriers Nc=128

GI length Ng=32
No. of distributed antennas

Nmacro=7deployed in a macro-cell
No. of UE antennas Nue=2

No. of distributed antennas
Nmbs=4to be selected

Channel state information Ideal

Propag.

Path loss exponent α=3.5

channel

Shadowing loss
σ=7.0(dB)standard deviation

Type of fading
Frequency-selective

block Nakagami-Rice
and Rayleigh

K-factor of Nakagami-Rice K=10dB
Power-delay profile shape L=16 - uniform

the channel becomes Rayleigh channel, where R denotes the
macro-cell radius. The root-mean square (rms) delay spread
is an important factor which affects the transmission perfor-
mance. If a subcarrier separation of 240 kHz is assumed
(i.e., the transmission bandwidth becomes 30.72 MHz),
the OFDM symbol length becomes 4.17 µs, one sample
time length becomes 32.6 ns and hence, the rms delay
spread becomes 150 ns and 83.8 ns for Rayleigh fading and
Nakagami-Rice fading with K=10, respectively.

Assuming interference-limited condition, the distribu-
tions of uplink/downlink capacities are obtained by Monte-
Carlo computer simulation. The knowledge of CCI from
adjacent macro-cells is necessary for computing the receive
MMSE-FDE filter weight matrix for SC uplink using STBC-
TD and for computing the MMSE filter weight matrices
for OFDM downlink/SC uplink using MMSE-SVD. Perfect
knowledge of CCI is assumed in the paper.

The downlink channel gain at the kth subcarrier be-
tween the uth UE of the macro-cell of interest and the nmbsth
distributed antenna of the c(=1∼6)th adjacent macro-cell is
denoted by H↓u(k; nue, nmbs(c)). The uplink channel gain
at the kth subcarrier between the nueth antenna of the uth
UE of the c(=1∼6)th adjacent macro-cell and the nmbsth dis-
tributed antenna of the macro-cell of interest is denoted by
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I0↓(u)
N0
=

(
Es
N0

) 6∑
c=1

Nmbs−1∑
nmbs(c)=0

Nue−1∑
nue(c)=0

E
[∣∣∣W↓mrt(k; nmbs(c), nue(c))H↓(k; nue, nmbs(c))

∣∣∣2]
= 1

Nmbs

(
Es
N0

) 6∑
c=1

Nmbs−1∑
nmbs(c)=0

(
d−αu,nmbs(c) · 10−ηu,nmbs(c)/10

)
I0↑(nmbs)

N0
= 1

Nue

(
Es
N0

) 6∑
c=1

1
Nc/U
×

(u+1)(Nc/U)−1∑
k=u(Nc/U)

Nue−1∑
nue(c)=0

E
[∣∣∣H↑(k; nmbs, nue(c))

∣∣∣2]
=

(
Es
N0

) 6∑
c=1

(
d−αu(c),nmbs

· 10−ηu(c),nmbs /10
)

for STBC-TD, (37)



I0↓(u)
N0

=
(

Es
N0

) 6∑
c=1

U−1∑
u(c)=0

Nstrm−1∑
nstrm=0

Nmbs−1∑
nmbs(c)=0

E
[∣∣∣H↓u(k; nue, nmbs(c))W↓mmse(k; nmbs(c), u(c) · Nstrm + nstrm)

∣∣∣2]
=

(
Es
N0

) 6∑
c=1

Nmbs−1∑
nmbs(c)=0

(
d−αu,nmbs(c) · 10−ηu,nmbs(c)/10

)
I0↑(nmbs)

N0
=

(
Es
N0

) 6∑
c=1

U−1∑
u(c)=0

Nstrm−1∑
nstrm=0

1
Nc

Nc−1∑
k=0

Nue−1∑
nue(c)=0

E
[∣∣∣H↑u(k; nmbs, nue(c))W↑svd(k; nue(c), nstrm)

∣∣∣2]
= Nue

(
Es
N0

) 6∑
c=1

U−1∑
u(c)=0

(
d−αu(c),nmbs

· 10−ηu(c),nmbs /10
)

for MMSE-SVD, (38)

H↑u(k; nmbs, nue(c)).
The downlink and uplink CCI power spectrum densi-

ties, I0↓(u) and I0↑(nmbs), are computed using Eqs. (37) and
(38) for STBC-TD and MMSE-SVD, respectively, where
d−αu,nmbs(c) and 10−ηu,nmbs(c)/10 are respectively the distance and
the shadowing loss of the propagation channel between the
uth UE of the macro-cell of interest and the nmbs(c)th dis-
tributed antenna of the cth adjacent macro-cell. d−αu(c),nmbs

and
10−ηu(c),nmbs /10 are respectively the distance and the shadowing
loss of the propagation channel between the u(c)th UE of the
cth adjacent macro-cell and the nmbsth distributed antenna of
the macro-cell of interest.

4.2 STBC-TD and MMSE-SVD

The capacity distribution obtained by computer simulation
is plotted in Fig. 9. For the comparison, single-input single-
output (SISO) case in a macro-cell network is plotted. The
use of 7 co-located antennas improves the link capacity of
the macro-cell network. It is clearly shown that further im-
provement in the link capacity is achieved by distributing
7 antennas over a macro-cell area. CCI from 7 adjacent
macro-cells are taken into account to compute the uplink
MMSE filter weight matrix given by Eq. (10) for STBC-TD
and the downlink/uplink MMSE filter weight matrices given
by Eqs. (16) and (28) for MMSE-SVD. Note that MRT-FDE
filter weight matrix is used for downlink of STBC-TD and
hence, CCI does not need to take into account. Comparison
between STBC-TD and MMSE-SVD shows that MMSE-
SVD lowers the outage probability at higher link capacity
region (e.g., around 5 bps/Hz) while STBC-TD lowers the
outage probability at lower link capacity region (e.g., around
1 bps/Hz). The possible reason for the above is discussed
below. MMSE-SVD is used for spatial division multi-
access (SDMA) while STBC-TD assumes FDMA. Note that

the bandwidth per UE reduces by a factor U of the num-
ber of UEs for STBC-TD while it remains the same for
MMSE-SVD. Therefore, MMSE-SVD is capable of achiev-
ing higher link capacity than STBC-TD in a good propa-
gation environment. However, in a poor propagation en-
vironment such as near the macro-cell edge, The impact
of the residual IUI becomes significantly large for MMSE-
SVD. Furthermore, STBC-TD achieves full spatial diversity
gain while MMSE-SVD cannot (see Sect. 3.2). Therefore,
STBC-TD provides lower outage probability than MMSE-
SVD.

Downlink capacity comparison between MMSE-SVD
with and without taking into account CCI (w/ and w/o CCI
info in the figure) and BD-SVD [33] is shown in Fig. 10.
It can be seen from the figure that in multi-macro-cell en-
vironment, although MMSE-SVD w/o taking into account
the CCI provides lower capacity than BD-SVD, it provides
higher capacity if the CCI is taken into account.

The impact of imperfect CSI on the 50% outage sum
link capacity of downlink for STBC-TD and MMSE-SVD
under a single-cell environment (i.e., without CCI) is plot-
ted in Fig. 11 assuming Nmbs=4, U=2, and Nue=2. The CSI
error is modeled as a Gaussian variable and the time-varying
fading induced CSI error is also considered. The CSI error
factor ε is introduced, which is defined by the rms CSI er-
ror normalized by the rms value of AWGN. The normalized
maximum Doppler frequency fDτ is introduced to represent
the severity of time-varying fading, where τ is the time dif-
ference between time when CSI is obtained and time when it
is used to construct the transmit filter. It is clearly seen from
Fig. 11 that the sum link capacity achievable with MMSE-
SVD degrades as either ε or fDτ increases. The sum link
capacity is quite sensitive to fDτ and it degrades by about
30% when fDτ=0.1 (which corresponds to the UE speed of
108 km/h assuming 5 GHz carrier frequency and τ=0.2 ms).
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Fig. 9 Link capacity distribution.

Fig. 10 Comparison between MMSE-SVD and BD-SVD.

On the other hand, the CSI error has less impact on the
sum link capacity achievable with STBC-TD. It can be seen
from Fig. 11 that, although the capacity remains almost un-
changed as ε increases, it drops by about 20% when fDτ=0.3
(which corresponds to the UE speed of 324 km/h assuming
5 GHz carrier frequency and τ=0.2 ms).

4.3 Blind SLM

How blind SLM reduces the PAPR of SC signal with STBC-
TD is plotted in Fig. 12. The uplink SC signal using 64 sub-
carriers and 16 QAM data modulation is considered. STBC
parameters are set to (J,Q, RSTBC)=(2,2,1) when the number
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Fig. 11 Impact of CSI error on 50% outage sum link capacity.

Fig. 12 PAPR of uplink SC signal with STBC-TD.

of UE antennas is Nue=2. Each element of the phase rota-
tion sequence candidates is randomly chosen from 3 phases,
i.e., (0, 2π/3, 4π/3) radians. Fig. 12 shows that increasing
the number M of phase rotation sequences can further re-
duce the PAPR. TD-SLM can reduce the PAPR more ef-
fectively than FD-SLM for the same value of M. This is
because the resulting samples of phase-rotated signals ob-
tained from TD-SLM are in a bounded set (i.e., 16×3=48
patterns when assuming 16QAM and polyphase rotations of
(0, 2π/3, 4π/3) radians), while the signal constellation after
applying the phase rotation according to FD-SLM widely
scatters. This causes the phase-rotated signal from TD-SLM
becomes closer to optimal solution than FD-SLM at the
same M [38]. Blind TD-SLM using block-by-block mini-
mization criterion provides the lowest PAPR in the cases of
Nue=2. Blind TD-SLM with M=256 can reduce the PAPR
of SC signal by 3.6 dB; the PAPR is 1 dB lower than that of
OFDM.

The uncoded average bit error rate (BER) performance
of blind SLM is plotted in Fig. 13. For comparison, the BER
performances with side information (the perfect knowledge
of phase rotation sequence index) are also plotted. Al-
though blind TD-SLM provides slightly degraded BER per-
formance than TD-SLM with side information when Nue=1
(no STBC-TD), blind TD-SLM achieves BER performance
close to TD-SLM with side information when STBC-TD is

Fig. 13 BER performance of SC signal transmission with STBC-TD and
blind SLM.

used. The reason for this is discussed below. The frequency-
selective fading produces ISI. The receive MMSE-FDE can-
not remove the ISI unlike the receive zero-forcing type
FDE (ZF-FDE) and hence, the ISI remains to some extent
(this is called the residual ISI). However, a combined use
of MMSE-FDE and STBC-TD can significantly reduce the
residual ISI owing to the spatial diversity gain and conse-
quently, the accuracy of phase rotation sequence estimation
is improved. Accordingly, blind TD-SLM achieves BER
performance close to TD-SLM with side information.

Meanwhile, it is seen that the BER degrades when
Eb/N0 is low even when Nue=2. The reason of this degra-
dation can be described as follows. The phase rotation se-
quence estimation and data detection in blind SLM (both
TD-SLM and FD-SLM) utilizes a fact that the received sig-
nal constellation observed after correct de-mapping (i.e.,
the phase rotation due to SLM is perfectly removed) and
that observed after incorrect de-mapping are quite different.
Therefore, the phase rotation sequence that has been used
at the transmitter side can be estimated by using maximum
likelihood (ML) estimation [17], [18]. However, this is only
true when the received SNR is sufficiently high. In a low
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SNR region, due to the noise, the differentiation between
correct de-mapping and incorrect de-mapping becomes am-
biguous and an erroneous estimation of phase rotation se-
quence happens. As a consequence, the BER tends to de-
grade in a low SNR region.

5. Conclusion

Key to realizing 5G networks is advanced utilization of
spatial-domain. In this paper, we presented the recent
advances in cooperative distributed antenna transmission
(CDAT) techniques. Specifically, we introduced STBC-TD,
MMSE-SVD, and blind SLM. Mathematical signal repre-
sentations for STBC-TD and MMSE-SVD in the presence
of CCI from adjacent macro-cells and those for blind SLM
when using STBC-TD were given. We have confirmed the
effectiveness of CDAT by Monte-Carlo computer simula-
tion. It was shown that the distributed antenna small-cell
network can significantly improve the link capacity com-
pared to centralized antenna network.

STBC-TD provides much higher cell-edge user capac-
ity than MMSE-SVD although the latter provides much
higher capacity for a user near distributed antenna (i.e., un-
der a good channel condition). Therefore, adaptive switch-
ing between STBC-TD and MMSE-SVD achieves good ca-
pacity over an entire macro-cell area. This is left as our
future study. In this paper, we assumed perfect knowledge
of CSI. The impact of imperfect CSI on the performance of
the proposed CDAT techniques and its countermeasure are
left as our important future study. Finally, the application
of blind SLM to the OFDM downlink transmission using
MMSE-SVD and the computational complexity reduction
of blind SLM are also left as our future study.

In our paper, independent fading was assumed for a dif-
ferent UE antenna. This is a reasonable assumption for a
network utilizing high frequency band (e.g., above 3 GHz)
which is expected to be used [5], [23] since the half carrier-
wavelength becomes shorter than 5 cm and hence, UE can
be equipped with at least two antennas. However, to im-
prove the transmission performance, more than two anten-
nas need to be used at UE. This makes the UE antenna sep-
aration less than the half carrier-wavelength. As a conse-
quence, fading channels observed on different UE anten-
nas become correlated. The impact of fading correlation on
CDAT transmission performance is left as an important fu-
ture study.
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